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Satavalakar, Bhattacarya S. D.—Daivata-Samhita. 4 Vols.
(Sanskrit text). 9H"X7"> Svadhyaya Mandala, Oundh,
1941.	[1196
Vol.         I.   Agni Devata,      pp. 274.
II.   Indra Devata,      pp. 348. -
 III.	Soma Devata,      pp. 136.
 IV.	Maruti Devata,   pp.   55.
The Daivata Samhita is not an independent Vedic Work: but it is
a combination of all the four principal Samhitas, presented with a
different arrangement of the hymns therein, so that all the hymns
addressed to a particular deity like Agni or Indra may be found
together in one place,
	 Rigveda   Samhita,   (Sanskrittext).    Critically	edited
with  the   help of  Pandits   and   old    MSS.    2nd	Edn.
9M"*6H",   "PP.   72-1-978.     Svadhyaya  Mandala,	Aundh
1940.	[1197
Sengupta,  P.   0.—Time   Indications   in   the   Baudhayana
£rauta Sutra.   JRASBL. VII, Pt. 2, pp. 207-214.      [1198
A study on  the Rules  laid down  to  Baudhayana   for  performing
various sacrifices-
	 The Solar Eclipse in the  Rigveda  and the Date of
Atri.   JRASBL. VIII, Pfe. 1, pp. 91-113.	.      [1199
Finds the time of the solar eclipse described in the Rgveda, the
time which was undoubtedly that of the rsi Atri who was the author
-	of the hymn V, 40, 5-9.   The  date  found  is  July  26 of  3928   B. C.
Concludes that Atri lived about 4000  B. C. in a cave of a hundred
openings   at the   bottom   of  a   snow-capped   peak    either   of   the
Himalayas  or  of the   Karakoran  range and  the eclipse  of  the sun
spoken of  in the hymn  attributed to  Atri, happened  on the visnvant
day, i.e. on  the summer  solstice day   either   correctly  ascertained or
estimated, and  in the  fourth  part  of   the   day  of the  meridian of
Kuruksetra.
Shamsastry, E.~Test of the Vedic Eclipse-cycle. In No.
1434, pp. 428-437.	[1200
A short study of the astronomical knowledge the Vedic poets had.
Deals with the "puzzling description of the nodal year or ths period
during which the sun returns to the same node which he left about
346 days before."
Shastri, Gajanan Sadhale, Ed.—Upanisad-vakya-maha-kosa,
or a Concordance to Upanisads, prepared from 239
Upanisads. Vol. II, pp. 7 4 353 + 724, Bombay, 1941. [1201

